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Abstract
We consider optical computers that encode data using images and compute by transforming such
images. We give an overview of a number of such optical computing architectures, including
descriptions of the type of hardware commonly used in optical computing, as well as some
of the computational efficiencies of optical devices. We go on to discuss optical computing
from the point of view of computational complexity theory, with the aim of putting some old,
and some very recent, results in context. Finally, we focus on a particular optical model of
computation called the continuous space machine. We describe some results for this model
including characterisations in terms of well-known complexity classes.
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1. Introduction
In this survey we consider optical computers that encode data using images and com-
pute by transforming such images. We try to bring together, and thus give context to, a
large range of architectures and algorithms that come under the term optical computing.
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In Section 2 we begin by stating what we mean by the term optical computing, and we
discuss some common optical computing architectures. Unlike a number of other areas of
nature inspired computing, optical computers have existed (mostly in laboratories) for
many years, and so in Section 3 we describe hardware components that are found in many
optical computing systems. In Section 4 we describe some of the physical principles that
underlie the parallel abilities and efficiencies found in optical computing. These include
high fan-in, high interconnection densities, and low energy consumption.
In order to understand the abilities of optics as a computing medium we would argue
that computational complexity theory is an indispensable tool. So in Section 5 we collect
a number of existing algorithmic results for optical computers. In particular we focus
on algorithms and models for matrix-vector multipliers, and some other architectures.
We also offer suggestions for future work directions for optical algorithm designers. In
Section 6, we take a detailed look at a particular model of optical computing (the contin-
uous space machine, or CSM) that encompasses most of the functionality that coherent
optical information processing has to offer. We begin by defining the CSM and a total of
seven complexity measures that are inspired by real-world (optical) resources. We go on
to discuss how the CSM’s operations could be carried out physically. Section 7 contains
some example datastructures and algorithms for the CSM. In Section 8 we motivate and
introduce an important restriction of the model called the C2-CSM, and in Section 9
we briefly describe a number of C2-CSM computational complexity results, and their
implications.
2. Brief overview of optical computing architectures
Traditionally, in optical information processing a distinction was made between sig-
nal/image processing through optics and numerical processing through optics, with only
the latter (and often only the digital version of the latter) being called optical comput-
ing [57,48,29,101]. However, it was always difficult to clearly delineate between the two,
since it was largely a question of the interpretation the programmer attached to the
output optical signals. The most important argument for referring to the latter only as
optical computing had to do with the fact that the perceived limits (or at least, ambi-
tions) of the former was simply for special-purpose signal/image processing devices while
the ambitions for the latter was general-purpose computation. Given recent results on
the computational power of optical image processing architectures [63,98,93], it is not
the case that such architectures are limited to special-purpose tasks.
Furthermore, as the field become increasingly multidisciplinary, and in particular as
computer scientists play a more prominent role, it is necessary to bring the definition
of optical computing in line with the broad definition of computing. In particular, this
facilitates analysis from the theoretical computer science point of view. The distinction
between analog optical computing and digital optical computing is similarly blurred given
the prevalence of digital multiplication schemes effected through analog convolution [48].
Our broad interpretation of the term optical computing has been espoused before [19].
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2.1. Optical pattern recognition
Arguably, optical computing began with the design and implementation of optical
systems to arbitrarily modify the complex valued spatial frequencies of an image. This
concept, spatial filtering [67,86,89], is at the root of optics’ ability to perform efficient
convolution and correlation operations. In a basic pattern recognition application, spatial
filtering is called matched filtering, where a filter is chosen that matches (i.e. conjugates)
the spectrum of the sought object. Employing this operation for advanced pattern recog-
nition [12,18,43,47], effort focused on achieving systems invariant to scaling, rotation,
out-of-plane rotation, deformation, and signal dependent noise, while retaining the exist-
ing invariance to translating, adding noise to, and obscuring parts of the input. Effort also
went into injecting nonlinearities into these inherently linear systems to achieve wider
functionality [46]. Improvements were made to the fundamental limitations of the basic
matched filter design, most notably the joint transform correlator architecture [92].
Optical correlators that use incoherent sources of illumination (both spatially and tem-
porally) rather than lasers are also possible [11,71]. The simplest incoherent correlator
would have the same basic spatial filtering architecture as that used for matched fil-
tering. While coherent systems in principle are more capable than incoherent systems
(principally because the former naturally represents complex functions while the latter
naturally represents real functions), incoherent systems require less precise positioning
when it comes to system construction and are less susceptible to noise.
Trade-offs between space and time were proposed and demonstrated. These included
time integrating correlators [90] (architecturally simpler linear time variants of the con-
stant time space integrating matched filter mentioned already) and systolic architec-
tures [21]. In addition to pattern recognition, a common application for these classes of
architectures was numerical calculation.
2.2. Analog optical numerical computation
An important strand of image-based optical computation involved numerical calcula-
tions: analog computation as well as multi-level discrete computation. Matrix-vector and
matrix-matrix multiplication systems were proposed and demonstrated [42,57,90,48,4,29,51].
The capability to expand a beam of light and to focus many beams of light to a common
point directly corresponded to high fan-out and fan-in capabilities, respectively. The limi-
tations of encoding a number simply as an intensity value (finite dynamic range and finite
intensity resolution in the modulators and detectors) could be overcome by representing
the numbers in some base. Significant effort went into dealing with carry operations so
that in additions, subtractions, and multiplications each digit could be processed in par-
allel. Algorithms based on convolution to multiply numbers in this representation were
demonstrated [48], with a single post-processing step to combine the sub-calculations
and deal with the carry operations.
An application that benefited greatly from the tightly-coupled parallelism afforded by
optics was the solving of sets of simultaneous equations and matrix inversion [17,1]. An
application that, further, was tolerant to the inherent inaccuracies and noise of analog
optics was optical neural networks [28,20] including online neural learning in the presence
of noise [62].
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2.3. Digital optical computing
The next major advances came in the form of optical equivalents of digital comput-
ers [44]. The flexibility of digital systems over analog systems in general was a major
factor behind the interest in this form of optical computation [78]. Specific drawbacks of
the analog computing paradigm in optics that this new paradigm addressed included no
perceived ability to perform general purpose computation, accumulation of noise from
one computation step to another, and systematic errors introduced by imperfect analog
components. The aim was to design digital optical computers that followed the same
principles as conventional electronic processors but which could perform many binary
operations in parallel. These systems were designed from logic gates using nonlinear op-
tical elements: semitransparent materials whose transmitted intensity has a nonlinear
dependence on the input intensity.
Digital optical computing was also proposed as an application of architectures designed
originally for image-based processing, for example logic effected through symbolic substi-
tution [10]. At the confluence of computing and communication, optical techniques were
proposed for the routing of signals in long-haul networks [29,101].
3. Optical computing hardware
The three most basic hardware components of an optical information processing system
are a source, a modulator, and a detector. A source generates the light, a modulator
multiplies the light by a (usually, spatially varying) function, and a detector senses the
resulting light. These and others are introduced in this section.
3.1. Sources
Lasers are a common source of illumination because at some levels they are math-
ematically simpler to understand, but incoherent sources such as light-emitting diodes
are also used frequently for increased tolerance to noise and when nonnegative functions
are sufficient for the computation. Usually, the source is monochromatic to avoid the
problem of colour dispersion as the light passes through refracting optical components,
unless this dispersion is itself the basis for the computation.
3.2. Spatial light modulators (SLMs)
It is possible to encode a spatial function (a 2D image) in an optical wavefront. A page
of text when illuminated with sunlight, for example, does this job perfectly. This would
be called an amplitude-modulating reflective SLM. Modulation is a multiplicative effect,
so an image encoded in the incoming wavefront will be pointwise multiplied by the image
on the SLM. Modulators can also act on phase and polarisation, and can be transmissive
rather than reflective. They include photographic film, and electro-optic, magneto-optic,
and acousto-optic devices [57,4,48,29,35]. One class of note are the optically-addressed
SLMs, in which, typically, a 2D light pattern falling on a photosensitive layer on one side
of the SLM spatially varies (with an identical pattern) the reflective properties of the
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other side of the SLM. A beam splitter then allows one to read out this spatially-varying
reflectance pattern. The liquid-crystal light valve [45] is one instance of this class. Other
classes of SLMs such as liquid-crystal display panels and acousto-optic modulators allow
one to dynamically alter the pattern using electronics. It is possible for a single device
(such as an electronically programmed array of individual sources) to act as both source
and modulator.
3.3. Detectors and Nature’s square law
Optical signals can be regarded as having both an amplitude and phase. However,
detectors will measure only the square of the amplitude of the signal (referred to as its
intensity). This phenomenon is known as Nature’s detector square law and applies to
detectors from photographic film to digital cameras to the human eye. Detectors that
obey this law are referred to as square-law detectors. This law is evident in many physical
theories of light. In quantum theory, the measurement of a complex probability function
is formalised as a projection onto the set of real numbers through a squaring operation.
Square-law detectors need to be augmented with a interferometric or holographic ar-
rangement to measure both amplitude and phase rather than intensity [13], or need to
be used for multiple captures in different domains to heuristically infer the phase.
Since it squares the absolute value of a complex function, this square law can be
used for some useful computation (for example, in the joint transform correlator [92]).
Detectors most commonly used include high range point (single pixel) detectors such as
photodiodes, highly sensitive photon detectors such as photomultiplier tubes, and 1D
and 2D array detectors such as CCD- or CMOS-digital cameras. Intensity values outside
the range of a detector (outside the lowest and highest intensities that the detector
can record) are thresholded accordingly. The integration time of some detectors can be
adjusted to sum all of the light intensity falling on them over a period of time. Other
detectors can have quite large light sensitive areas and can sum all of the light intensity
falling in a region of space.
3.4. Other optical computing hardware
Lenses can be used to effect high fan-in and fan-out interconnections, to rescale images
linearly in either one or two dimensions, and for taking Fourier transforms. In fact, a co-
herent optical wavefront naturally evolves into its Fresnel transform, and subsequently
into its Fourier transform at infinity, and the lens simply images those frequency compo-
nents at a finite fixed distance.
A mirror changes the direction of the wavefront and simultaneously reflects it along
some axis. A phase conjugate mirror [25] returns an image along the same path at which
it approached the mirror.
Prisms can be used to for in-plane flipping (mirror image), in-plane rotations, and out-
of-plane tilting. A prism or diffraction grating can be used to separate by wavelength the
components of a multi-wavelength optical channel. For optical fiber communications ap-
plications, more practical (robust, economical, and scalable) alternatives exist to achieve
the same effect [101].
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Polarisation is an important property of wavefronts, in particular in coherent optical
computing, and is the basis for how liquid crystal displays work. At each point, an
optical wavefront has an independent polarisation value dependent on the angle, in the
range [0, 2π), of its electrical field. This can be independent of its successor (in the case
of randomly polarised wavefronts), or dependent (as in the case of linear polarisation),
or dependent and time varying (as in the case of circular or elliptical polarisation).
Mathematically, a polarisation state, and the transition from one polarisation state to
another, can be described using the Mueller calculus or the Jones calculus.
Photons have properties such as phase, polarisation, and quantum state that can be
used for computation. For example, quantum computers using linear optical elements
(such as mirrors, polarisers, beam splitters, and phase shifters) have been proposed and
demonstrated [50].
4. Efficiencies in optical computing
Optical computing is an inherently multidisciplinary subject whose study routinely
involves a spectrum of expertise that threads optical physics, materials science, optical
engineering, electrical engineering, computer architecture, computer programming, and
computer theory. Applying ideas from theoretical computer science, such as analysis of
algorithms and computational complexity, enables us to place optical computing in a
framework where we can try to answer a number of important questions. For example,
which problems are optical computers suitable for solving? Also, how does the resource
usage on optical computers compare with more standard (e.g. digital electronic) architec-
tures? The physical principles behind some efficiencies in optical computing are outlined
here.
4.1. Fan-in efficiency
Kirchoff’s Law is well understood in analog electronics as a natural and constant-time
means of summing the current at the intersection of an arbitrary number of wires [58]. In
optics, the same thing is possible by directing several light beams towards a point detector
with a linear response to incident light. Such an optical arrangement sums n nonnegative
integers in O(1) addition steps. On a model of a sequential digital electronic computer
this would require n − 1 addition operations and even many typical (bounded fan-in)
parallel models, with n or more processors, take O(log n) timesteps. Tasks that rely on
scalar summation operations (such as matrix multiplication) would benefit greatly from
an optical implementation of the scalar sum operation. Similarly, O(1) multiplication
and O(1) convolution operations can be realised optically. Very recently, an optics-based
digital signal processing platform has been marketed that claims digital processing speeds
of tera (1012) operations per second [53].
4.2. Efficiency in interconnection complexity
As optical pathways can cross in free space without measurable effect on the infor-
mation in either channel, high interconnection densities are possible with optics [20].
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Architectures with highly parallel many-to-many interconnections between parallel sur-
faces have already been proposed for common tasks such as sorting [7]. Currently, intra-
chip, inter-chip, and inter-board connections are being investigated for manufacturing
feasibility [59].
4.3. Energy efficiency
Electrical wires suffer from induced noise and heat, which increases dramatically when-
ever wires are made thinner or placed closer together, or whenever the data throughput
is increased [59]. As a direct consequence of their resistance-free pathways and noise-
reduced environments, optical systems have the potential to generate less waste heat and
so consume less energy per computation step than electronic systems [14]. This has been
demonstrated experimentally with general-purpose digital optical processors [38].
5. Optical models of computation and computational complexity
There has been a lot of effort put into designing optical computers to emulate conven-
tional microprocessors (digital optical computing), and to image processing over contin-
uous wavefronts (analog optical computing and pattern recognition). Numerous physical
implementations of the latter class exist, and example applications include fast pattern
recognition and matrix-vector algebra [35,90]. There have been much resources devoted
to designs, implementations and algorithms for such optical information processing ar-
chitectures (for example see [4,15,29,35,52,55,57,62,77,90,101,27] and their references).
However the computational complexity theory of optical computers (that is, finding
lower and upper bounds on computational power in terms of known complexity classes)
has received relatively little attention when compared with other nature-insired com-
puting paradigms. Some authors have even complained about the lack of suitable mod-
els [29,55]. Many other areas of natural computing (e.g. [41,2,54,100,82,37,70,60,61]) have
not suffered from this problem. Despite this, we review a number of algorithmically orien-
tated results related to optical computing. We then go on to suggest classes of problems
where optical computers might be usefully applied.
Reif and Tyagi [77] study two optically inspired models. One model is a 3D VLSI model
augmented with a 2D discrete Fourier transform (DFT) primitive and parallel optical
interconnections. The other is a DFT circuit with operations (multiplication, addition,
comparison of two inputs, DFT) that compute over an ordered ring. Time complexity
is defined for both models as number of (parallel) steps. For the first model, volume
complexity is defined as the volume of the smallest convex box enclosing an instance of
the model. For the DFT circuit, size is defined as the number of edges plus gates. Constant
time, polynomial size/volume, algorithms for a number of problems are reported including
matrix multiplication, sorting and string matching [77]. These interesting results are
built upon the ability of their models to compute the 2D DFT in one step. The authors
suggest that the algorithm designer and optical computing architecture communities
should identify other primitive optical operations, besides the DFT, that might result
in efficient parallel algorithms. Barakat and Reif [6], and Tyagi and Reif [76] have also
shown lower bounds on the optical VLSI model.
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Reif, Tygar and Yoshida [75] examined the computational complexity of ray tracing
problems. In such problems we are concerned about the geometry of an optical system
where diffraction is ignored and we wish to predict the position of light rays after passing
through some system of mirrors and lenses. They gave undecidability and PSPACE hard-
ness results, which gives an indication of the power of these systems as computational
models.
Feitelson [29] gives a call to theoretical computer scientists to apply their knowledge
and techniques to optical computing. He then goes on to generalise the concurrent read,
concurrent write parallel random access machine, by augmenting it with two optically
inspired operations. The first is the ability to write the same piece of data to many global
memory locations at once. Secondly, if many values are concurrently written to a single
memory location then a summation of those values is computed in a single timestep.
Essentially Feitelson is using ‘unbounded fan-in with summation’ and ‘unbounded fan-
out’. His architecture mixes a well known discrete model with some optical capabilities.
A symbolic substitution model of computation has been proposed by Huang and Bren-
ner, and a proof sketched of its universality [10]. This model of digital computation oper-
ates over discrete binary images and derives its efficiency by performing logical operations
on each pixel in the image in parallel. It has the functionality to copy, invert, and shift
laterally individual images, and OR and AND pairs of images. Suggested techniques for
its optical implementation are outlined.
In computer science there are two famous classes of problems called P and NP [68]. P
contains those problems that are solvable in polynomial time on a standard sequential
computer, while NP is the class of problems that are solvable in polynomial time on a
nondeterministic computer. NP contains P, and it is widely conjectured that they are not
equal. A direct consequence of this conjecture is that there are (NP-hard) problems for
which we strongly believe there is no polynomial time algorithm on a standard sequential
computer.
It is known that it is possible to solve any NP (and even any PSPACE) problem in
polynomial time on optical computers, albeit with exponential use of some other, space-
like, resources [97,93,95]. These results were shown on the CSM, a general model of a
wide range of optical computers. The lower bound results were shown by generating
appropriate Boolean masks, of exponential size, and manipulating the masks via parallel
multiplications and additions to simulate space bounded Turing machines in a time-
efficient way. The model was designed on the one hand to be close to the realities of
optical computing, and on the other hand to be relatively straightforward to analyse from
the point of view of computational complexity theory (e.g. see Section 6). In Section 9.1
we discuss the computational abilities of this computational model.
Since these general results, there have been a number of specific examples of optical
systems (with exponential resource usage) for NP-hard problems.
Shaked et al. [79–81] design an optical system for solving the NP-hard travelling sales-
man problem in polynomial time. Basically they use an optical matrix-vector multiplier
to generate the (exponentially large) matrix of all possible tours, then they multiply this
tour matrix by the vector of intercity weights, and finally the lowest value in the resulting
vector corresponds to the shortest tour. Interestingly, they give both optical experiments
and simulations. They note that solving travelling salesman problems (or Hamiltonian
path problems) with more than 15 nodes is problematic. However they argue that for less
nodes (e.g. 5) their system works in real-time, which is faster than digital-electronic ar-
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chitectures. Problems with such bounds on input size (i.e. constant) lie in the class NC1,
and moreover in AC0. As argued below, perhaps this suggests that the optical comput-
ing community should be focusing on problems where optics excels over digital-electronic
architectures, such as problems in P or NC, rather than NP-hard problems.
Dolev and Fitoussi [26] give optical algorithms that make use of (exponentially large)
masks to solve a number of NP-hard problems. Oltean [66], and Haist and Osten [39],
give architectures for Hamiltonian path, and travelling salesman problem, respectively,
via light travelling through optical cables. As is to be expected, both suffer from expo-
nential resource use. The paper by MacKenzie and Ramachandran [56] is an example of
algorithmic work, and lower bounds, on dynamically reconfigurable optical networks.
5.1. A possible way forward
Nature-inspired systems that apparently solve NP-hard problems in polynomial time,
while using an exponential amount of some other resource(s), have been around for many
years. So the existence of massively parallel optical systems for NP-hard problems should
not really suprise the reader.
One could argue that it is interesting to know the computational abilities, limitations,
and resource trade-offs of such optical architectures, as well as to find particular (tractable
or intractable) problems which are particularly suited to optical algorithms. However,
“algorithms” that use exponential space-like resources (such as number of pixels, number
of images, number of amplitude levels, etc.) are not realistic to implement for large input
instances. What happens to highly parallel optical architectures if add the requirement
that the amount of space-like resources are bounded in some reasonable way? We could,
for example, stipulate that the optical machine use no more than a polynomially bounded
amount of space-like resources. If the machine runs in polynomial time, then it is not
difficult to see that it characterises P [99] (by characterise we mean that the model solves
exactly those problems in P), for a wide range of reasonable parallel and sequential
optical models. Many argue that the reason for using parallel architectures is to speed-
up computations. Asking for an exponential speed-up motivates the complexity class NC.
The class NC can be thought of as those problems in P that can be solved exponentially
faster on parallel computers than on sequential computers. NC is contained in P and it is
an major open question whether this containment is strict: it is widely conjectured that
this is indeed the case [36].
How does this relate to optics? It turns out that a wide range of optical computers that
run for at most polylogarithmic time, and use at most polynomial space-like resources,
solve exactly NC [97,93,95] (this can be shown to be a corollary of the PSPACE char-
acterisation cited earlier in Section 5). In effect this means that we have an algorithmic
way (in other words, a compiler) to convert existing NC algorithms into optical algo-
rithms that use similar amounts of resources. There is scope for further work here, on
the CSM in particular, in order to find exact characterisations, or as close as possible for
NCk for given k. On a technical note, NC can be defined as ∪∞k=0NCk, where NCk is the
class of problems solvable on a PRAM that runs for O(log n)k time and uses polynomial
processors/space, in input length n. Equivalently NCk can be defined as those problems
solvable by circuits of O(log n)k depth (parallel time), and polynomial size. From the
practical side of things, perhaps we can use these kinds of results to find problems within
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NC, where optical architectures can be shown to excel. Obvious examples for which this
is already known are matrix-vector multiplication (which lies in NC2), or Boolean matrix
multiplication (which is in NC1). Another example is the NC1 unordered search prob-
lem [99,98]. Another closely related idea is to exploit the potential unbounded fan-in
of optics to compute problems in the AC, and TC, (parallel) circuit classes. These are
defined similarly to NC circuits except we allow unbounded fan-in gates, and threshold
gates, respectively. The results in the above mentioned paper of Reif and Tyagi [77], and
Caulfield’s observation on the benefits of unbounded fan-in [16], can be interpreted as
exploiting this important and efficient aspect of optics.
6. Continuous space machine (CSM)
For the remainder of this paper we focus on an optical model of computation called the
CSM. The model was originally proposed by Naughton [63,64]. The CSM is inspired by
analog Fourier optical computing architectures, specifically pattern recognition and ma-
trix algebra processors [35,62]. For example, these architectures have the ability to do unit
time Fourier transformation using coherent (laser) light and lenses. The CSM computes
in discrete timesteps over a number of two-dimensional images of fixed size and arbitrary
spatial resolution. The data and program are stored as images. The (constant time) oper-
ations on images include Fourier transformation, multiplication, addition, thresholding,
copying and scaling. The model is designed to capture much of the important features
of optical computers, while at the same time be amenable to analysis from a computer
theory point of view. Towards these goals we give an overview of how the model relates
to optics as well as giving a number of computational complexity results for the model.
Section 6.1 begins by defining the model. We analyse the model in terms of seven
complexity measures inspired by real-world resources, these are described in Section 6.2.
In Section 6.3 we discuss possible optical implementations for the model. We then go
on to give example algorithms and datastructures in Section 7. The CSM definition is
rather general, and so in Section 8 we define a more restricted model called the C2-
CSM. Compared to the CSM, the C2-CSM is somewhat closer to optical computing as
it happens in the laboratory. Finally, in Section 9 we show the power and limitations
of optical computing, as embodied by the C2-CSM, in terms computational complexity
theory. Optical information processing is a highly parallel form of computing and we
make this intuition more concrete by relating the C2-CSM to parallel complexity theory
by characterising the parallel complexity class NC. For example, this shows the kind of
worst case resource usage one would expect when applying CSM algorithms to problems
that are known to be suited to parallel solutions.
6.1. CSM definition
We begin this section by describing the CSM model in its most general setting, this
brief overview is not intended to be complete and more details are to be found in [93].
A complex-valued image (or simply, image) is a function f : [0, 1)× [0, 1) → C, where
[0, 1) is the half-open real unit interval. We let I denote the set of complex-valued images.
Let N+ = {1, 2, 3, . . .}, N = N+ ∪ {0}, and for a given CSM M let N be a countable set
of images that encode M ’s addresses. An address is an element of N× N. Additionally,
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for a given M there is an address encoding function E : N → N such that E is Turing
machine decidable, under some reasonable representation of images as words.
Definition 1 (CSM) A CSM is a quintuple M = (E, L, I, P,O), where
E : N→ N is the address encoding function,
L = ((sξ, sη) , (aξ, aη) , (bξ, bη)) are the addresses: sta, a and b, where a = b,
I and O are finite sets of input and output addresses, respectively,
P = {(ζ1, p1ξ , p1η ), . . . , (ζr, prξ , prη)} are the r programming symbols ζj and
their addresses (pjξ , pjη ) where ζj ∈ ({h, v, ∗, ·,+, ρ, st, ld, br, hlt}∪ N ) ⊂ I.
Each address is an element from {0, . . . ,Ξ− 1} × {0, . . . ,Y− 1} where Ξ,Y ∈ N+.
Addresses whose contents are not specified by P in a CSM definition are assumed
to contain the constant image f(x, y) = 0. We interpret this definition to mean that
M is (initially) defined on a grid of images bounded by the constants Ξ and Y, in the
horizontal and vertical directions respectively. The grid of images may grow in size as the
computation progresses. In our grid notation the first and second elements of an address
tuple refer to the horizontal and vertical axes of the grid respectively, and image (0, 0) is
located at the lower left-hand corner of the grid. The images have the same orientation
as the grid. For example the value f(0, 0) is located at the lower left-hand corner of the
image f .
In Definition 1 the tuple P specifies the CSM program using programming symbol
images ζj that are from the (low-level) CSM programing language [93,98]. We refrain from
giving a description of this programming language and instead describe a less cumbersome
high-level language [93]. Figure 1 gives the basic instructions of this high-level language.
The copy instruction is illustrated in Figure 2. There are also if/else and while control
flow instructions with conditional equality tests of the form (fψ == fφ) where fψ and fφ
are binary symbol images (see Figures 3(a) and 3(b)).
Address sta is the start location for the program so the programmer should write
the first program instruction at sta. Addresses a and b define special images that are
frequently used by some program instructions. The function E is specified by the pro-
grammer and is used to map addresses to image pairs. This enables the programmer to
choose her own address encoding scheme. We typically don’t want E to hide complicated
behaviour thus the computational power of this function should be somewhat restricted.
For example we put such a restriction on E in Definition 7. At any given timestep, a
configuration is defined in a straightforward way as a tuple 〈c, e〉 where c is an address
called the control and e represents the grid contents.
6.2. Complexity measures
In this section we define a number of CSM complexity measures. As is standard, all
resource bounding functions map from N into N and are assumed to have the usual
properties [5]. We begin by defining CSM time complexity in a manner that is standard
among parallel models of computation.
Definition 2 The time complexity of a CSM M is the number of configurations in the
computation sequence of M , beginning with the initial configuration and ending with the
first final configuration.
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h(i1;i2) : replace image at i2 with horizontal 1D Fourier transform of i1.
v(i1;i2) : replace image at i2 with vertical 1D Fourier transform of image at i1.
∗(i1;i2) : replace image at i2 with the complex conjugate of image at i1.
· (i1,i2;i3) : pointwise multiply the two images at i1 and i2. Store result at i3.
+(i1,i2;i3) : pointwise addition of the two images at i1 and i2. Store result at i3.
ρ(i1,zl,zu;i2) : filter the image at i1 by amplitude using zl and zu as lower and upper
amplitude threshold images, respectively. Place result at i2.
[ξ′1, ξ
′
2, η
′
1, η
′
2] ← [ξ1, ξ2, η1, η2] : copy the rectangle of images whose bottom left-hand
address is (ξ1, η1) and whose top right-hand address is (ξ2, η2) to the
rectangle of images whose bottom left-hand address is (ξ′1, η
′
1) and whose
top right-hand address is (ξ′2, η
′
2). See illustration in Figure 2.
Fig. 1. CSM high-level programming language instructions. In these instructions i, zl, zu ∈ N × N are
image addresses and ξ, η ∈ N. The control flow instructions are described in the main text.
ξ ξ + 3
η
i
Fig. 2. Illustration of the instruction i ← [ξ, ξ + 3, η, η] that copies four images to a single image that is
denoted i.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Fig. 3. Representing binary data. The shaded areas denote value 1 and the white areas denote value
0. (a) Binary symbol image representation of 1 and (b) of 0, (c) list (or row) image representation of
the word 1011, (d) column image representation of 1011, (e) 3× 4 matrix image, (f) binary stack image
representation of 1101. Dashed lines are for illustration purposes only.
The first of our six space-like resources is called grid.
Definition 3 The grid complexity of a CSM M is the minimum number of images,
arranged in a rectangular grid, for M to compute correctly on all inputs.
Let S : I × (N×N)→ I, where S(f(x, y), (Φ,Ψ)) is a raster image, with ΦΨ constant-
valued pixels arranged in Φ columns and Ψ rows, that approximates f(x, y). If we choose
a reasonable and realistic S then the details of S are not important.
Definition 4 The spatialRes complexity of a CSM M is the minimum ΦΨ such that if
each image f(x, y) in the computation of M is replaced with
S(f(x, y), (Φ,Ψ)) then M computes correctly on all inputs.
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One can think of spatialRes as a measure of the number of pixels needed during a
computation. In optical image processing terms, and given the fixed size of our images,
spatialRes corresponds to the space-bandwidth product of a detector or SLM.
Definition 5 The dyRange complexity of a CSM M is the ceiling of the maximum of
all the amplitude values stored in all of M ’s images during M ’s computation.
In optical processing terms dyRange corresponds to the dynamic range of a signal.
We also use complexity measures called amplRes, phaseRes and freq [93,98]. Roughly
speaking, the amplRes of a CSM M is the number of discrete, evenly spaced, amplitude
values per unit amplitude of the complex numbers in M ’s images. For example, we would
need amplRes of 3 to directly store values from the set {0,±1/3,±2/3,±1,±4/3, . . .} as
complex values in an image. Thus amplRes corresponds to the amplitude quantisation
of a signal. The phaseRes of M is the total number (per 2π) of discrete evenly spaced
phase values in M ’s images, and so phaseRes corresponds to the phase quantisation of
a signal. For example, we would need phaseRes of 3 to directly store values from the set
{eix | x ∈ {0, 2/3π, 4/3π}} as complex values in an image. Finally, the freq complexity
of a CSM M is the minimum optical frequency necessary for M to compute correctly,
this concept is explained further in [98].
Often we wish to make analogies between space on some well-known model and CSM
‘space-like’ resources. Thus we define the following convenient term.
Definition 6 The space complexity of a CSM M is the product of the grid, spatialRes,
dyRange, amplRes, phaseRes and freq complexities of M .
6.3. Optical realisation
In this section, we outline how some of the elementary operations of the CSM could
be carried out physically. We do not intend to specify the definitive realisation of any of
the operations, but simply convince the reader that the model’s operations have physical
interpretations. Furthermore, although we concentrate on implementations employing
visible light (optical frequencies detectable to the human eye) the CSM definition does
not preclude employing other portion(s) of the electromagnetic spectrum.
A complex-valued image could be represented physically by a spatially coherent optical
wavefront. Spatially coherent illumination (light of a single wavelength and emitted with
the same phase angle) can be produced by a laser. A SLM could be used to encode the
image onto the expanded and collimated laser beam. One could write to a SLM offline
(expose photographic film, or laser print or relief etch a transparency) or online (in the
case of a liquid-crystal display [102,62,91] or holographic material [24,74]). The functions
h and v could be effected using two convex cylindrical lenses, oriented horizontally and
vertically, respectively [90,35,62,34].
A coherent optical wavefront will naturally evolve into its own Fourier spectrum as
it propagates to infinity. What we do with a convex lens is simply image, at a finite
distance, this spectrum. This finite distance is called the focal length of the lens. The
constant θ used in the definitions of h and v could be effected using Fourier spectrum
size reduction techniques [90,35] such as varying the focal length of the lens, varying the
separation of the lens and SLM, employing cascaded Fourier transformation, increasing
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the dimensions/reducing the spatial resolution of the SLM, or using light with a shorter
wavelength.
The function ∗ could be implemented using a phase conjugate mirror [25]. The func-
tion · could be realised by placing a SLM encoding an image f in the path of a wavefront
encoding another image g [90,35,89]. The wavefront immediately behind the SLM would
then be ·(f, g). The function + describes the superposition of two optical wavefronts.
This could be achieved using a 50:50 beam splitter [90,25,92]. The function ρ could be
implemented using an electronic camera or a liquid-crystal light valve [91]. The parame-
ters zl and zu would then be physical characteristics of the particular camera/light valve
used. zl corresponds to the minimum intensity value that the device responds to, known
as the dark current signal, and zu corresponds to the maximum intensity (the saturation
level).
A note will be made about the possibility of automating these operations. If suitable
SLMs can be prepared with the appropriate 2D pattern(s), each of the operations h, v, ∗, ·,
and + could be effected autonomously and without user intervention using appropriately
positioned lenses and free space propagation. The time to effect these operations would
be the sum of the flight time of the image (distance divided by velocity of light) and
the response time of the analog 2D detector; both of which are constants independent
of the size or resolution of the images if an appropriate 2D detector is chosen. Examples
of appropriate detectors would be holographic material [24,74] and a liquid-crystal light
valve with a continuous (not pixellated) area [91]. Since these analog detectors are also
optically-addressed SLMs, we can very easily arrange for the output of one function to act
as the input to another, again in constant time independent of the size or resolution of the
image. A set of angled mirrors will allow the optical image to be fed back to the first SLM
in the sequence, also in constant time. It is not known, however, if ρ can be carried out
completely autonomously for arbitrary parameters. Setting arbitrary parameters might
fundamentally require offline user intervention (adjusting the gain of the camera, and so
on), but at least for a small range of values this can be simulated online using a pair of
liquid-crystal intensity filters.
We have outlined some optics principles that could be employed to implement the op-
erations of the model. The simplicity of the implementations hides some imperfections in
our suggested realisations. For example, the implementation of the + operation outlined
above results in an output image that has been unnecessarily multiplied by the constant
factor 0.5 due to the operation of the beam splitter. Also, in our suggested technique,
the output of the ρ function is squared unnecessarily. However, each of these effects can
be compensated for with a more elaborate optical setup and/or at the algorithm design
stage.
A more important issue concerns the quantum nature of light. According to our cur-
rent understanding, light exists as individual packets called photons. As such, in order
to physically realise the CSM one would have to modify it such that images would have
discrete, instead of continuous, amplitudes. The atomic operations outlined above, in
particular the Fourier transform, are not affected by the restriction to quantised ampli-
tudes, as the many experiments with electron interference patterns indicate. We would
still assume, however, that in the physical world space is continuous.
A final issue concerns how a theoretically infinite Fourier spectrum could be represented
by an image (or encoded by a SLM) of finite extent. This difficulty is addressed with the
freq complexity measure [98].
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7. Example CSM datastructures and algorithms
In this section we give some example data representations. We then to go on to give
an example CSM algorithm that efficiently squares a binary matrix.
7.1. Representing data as images
There are many ways to represent data as images and interesting new algorithms
sometimes depend on a new data representation. Data representations should be in some
sense reasonable, for example it is unreasonable that the input to an algorithm could (non-
uniformly) encode solutions to NP-hard or even undecidable problems. From Section 8.1,
the CSM address encoding function gives the programmer room to be creative, so long
as the representation is logspace computable (assuming a reasonable representation of
images as words).
Here we mention some data representations that are commonly used. Figures 3(a)
and 3(b) are the binary symbol image representations of 1 and 0 respectively. These im-
ages have an everywhere constant value of 1 and 0 respectively, and both have spatialRes
of 1. The row and column image representations of the word 1011 are respectively given
in Figures 3(c) and 3(d). These row and column images both have spatialRes of 4. In
the matrix image representation in Figure 3(e), the first matrix element is represented at
the top left corner and elements are ordered in the usual matrix way. This 3× 4 matrix
image has spatialRes of 12. Finally the binary stack image representation, which has
exponential spatialRes of 16, is given in Figure 3(f).
Figure 2 shows how we might form a list image by copying four images to one in a single
timestep. All of the above mentioned images have dyRange, amplRes and phaseRes
of 1.
Another useful representation is where the value of a pixel directly encodes a number,
in this case dyRange becomes crucial. We can also encode values as phase values, and
naturally phaseRes becomes a useful measure of the resources needed to store such
values.
7.2. A matrix squaring algorithm
Here we give an example CSM algorithm (taken from [95]) that makes use of the data
representations described above. The algorithm squares a n×n matrix in O(log n) time
and O(n3) spatialRes (number of pixels), while all other CSM resources are constant.
Lemma 1 Let n be a power of 2 and let A be a n × n binary matrix. The matrix A2
is computed by a C2-CSM, using the matrix image representation, in time O(log n),
spatialRes O(n3), grid O(1), dyRange O(1), amplRes 1 and phaseRes 1.
Proof. (Sketch) In this proof the matrix and its matrix image representation (see Fig-
ure 3(e)) are both denoted A. We begin with some precomputation, then one parallel
pointwise multiplication step, followed by logn additions to complete the algorithm.
We generate the matrix image A1 that consists of n vertically juxtaposed copies of
A. This is computed by placing one copy of A above the other, scaling to one image,
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and repeating to give a total of log n iterations. The image A1 is constructed in time
O(log n), grid O(1) and spatialRes O(n3).
Next we transpose A to the column image A2. The first n elements of A2 are row 1 of
A, the second n elements of A2 are row 2 of A, etc. This is computed in time O(log n),
grid O(1) and spatialRes O(n2) as follows.
Let A′ = A and i = n. We horizontally split A′ into a left image A′L and a right
image A′R. Then A
′
L is pointwise multiplied (or masked) by the column image that
represents (10)i, in time O(1). Similarly A′R is pointwise multiplied (or masked) by the
column image that represents (01)i. The masked images are added. The resulting image
has half the number of columns as A′ and double the number of rows, and for example:
row 1 consists of the first half of the elements of row 1 of A′ and row 2 consists of the
latter half of the elements of row 1 of A′. We call the result A′ and we double the value
of i. We repeat the process to give a total of logn iterations. After these iterations the
resulting column image is denoted A2.
We pointwise multiply A1 and A2 to giveA3 in timeO(1), grid O(1) and spatialRes O(n3).
To facilitate a straightforward addition we first transpose A3 in the following way:
A3 is vertically split into a bottom and a top image, the top image is placed to the
left of the bottom and the two are scaled to a single image, this splitting and scaling is
repeated to give a total of logn iterations and we call the result A4. Then to perform
the addition, we vertically split A4 into a bottom and a top image. The top image is
pointwise added to the bottom image and the result is thresholded between 0 and 1.
This splitting, adding and thresholding is repeated a total of logn iterations to create
A5. We ‘reverse’ the transposition that created A4: image A5 is horizontally split into a
left and a right image, the left image is placed above the right and the two are scaled
to a single image, this splitting and scaling is repeated a total of logn iterations to give
A2. 
The algorithm highlights a few points of interest about the CSM. The CSM has quite
a number of space-like resources, and it is possible to have trade-offs between them. For
example in the algorithm above, if we allow grid to increase from O(1) to O(n) then
the spatialRes can be reduced from O(n3) to O(n2). In terms of optical architectures
modelled by the CSM this phenomenon could be potentially very useful as certain re-
sources may well be more economically viable than others. The algorithm is used in the
proof that that polynomial time CSMs (and C2-CSMs, see below) compute problems
that are in the PSPACE class of languages. PSPACE includes the famous NP class. Such
computational complexity results are discussed further in Section 9 below.
There are a number of existing CSM algorithms, for these we point the reader to the
literature [63–65,93,95,97,98].
8. C2-CSM
In this section we define the C2-CSM. One of the motivations for this model is the need
to put reasonable upper bounds on the power of reasonable optical computers. As we’ve
shown elsewhere [96], it turns out that CSMs can very quickly use massive amounts of
resources, and the C2-CSM definition is an attempt to define a more reasonable model,
especially towards the goal of providing useful upper bounds on its power.
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8.1. C2-CSM
Motivated by a desire to apply standard complexity theory tools to the model, we
defined [93,96] the C2-CSM, a restricted and more realistic class of CSM.
Definition 7 (C2-CSM) A C2-CSM is a CSM whose computation time is defined for
t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T (n)} and has the following restrictions:
– For all time t both amplRes and phaseRes have constant value of 2.
– For all time t each of grid, spatialRes and dyRange is 2O(t) and space is rede-
fined to be the product of all complexity measures except time and freq.
– Operations h and v compute the discrete Fourier transform in the horizontal and ver-
tical directions respectively.
– Given some reasonable binary word representation of the set of addresses N , the ad-
dress encoding function E : N→ N is decidable by a logspace Turing machine.
Let us discuss these restrictions. The restrictions on amplRes and phaseRes imply
that C2-CSM images are of the form f : [0, 1) × [0, 1) → {0,± 12 ,±1,± 32 , . . .}. We have
replaced the Fourier transform with the discrete Fourier transform [9], this essentially
means that freq is now solely dependent on spatialRes; hence freq is not an interest-
ing complexity measure for C2-CSMs and we do not analyse C2-CSMs in terms of freq
complexity [93,96]. Restricting the growth of space is not unique to our model, such
restrictions are to be found elsewhere [33,69,73].
In Section 6.1 we stated that the address encoding function E should be Turing ma-
chine decidable, here we strengthen this condition. At first glance sequential logspace
computability may perhaps seem like a strong restriction, but in fact it is quite weak.
From an optical implementation point of view it should be the case that E is not compli-
cated, otherwise we cannot assume fast addressing. Other (sequential/parallel) models
usually have a very restricted ‘addressing function’: in most cases it is simply the identity
function on N. Without an explicit or implicit restriction on the computational complex-
ity of E, finding non-trivial upper bounds on the power of C2-CSMs is impossible as E
could encode an arbitrarily complex Turing machine. As a weaker restriction we could
give a specific E. However, this restricts the generality of the model and prohibits the
programmer from developing novel, reasonable, addressing schemes.
9. Optical computing and computational complexity
As we saw in Section 5, there are number of optical algorithms that use the inherent
parallelism of optics to provide fast solutions to certain problems. An alternative approach
is to ask the following question: How does a given optical model relate to standard se-
quential and parallel models? Establishing a relationship with computational complexity
theory, by describing both upper and lower bounds on the model, gives immediate access
to a large collection of useful algorithms and proof techniques.
The parallel computation thesis [31,23,49,87,69] states that parallel time (polynomi-
ally) corresponds to sequential space, for reasonable parallel and sequential models. An
example would be the fact that the class of problems solvable in polynomial space on a
number of parallel models is equivalent to PSPACE, the class of problems solvable on
Turing machines that use at most polynomial space [40,8,30,32,22,33,88,85,83,3,84].
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Of course the thesis can never be proved, it relates the intuitive notion of reasonable
parallelism to the precise notion of a Turing machine. When results of this type were
first shown researchers were suitably impressed; their parallel models truly had great
power. For example if model M verifies the thesis then M decides PSPACE (includ-
ing NP) languages in polynomial time. However there is another side to this coin. It is
straightforward to verify that given our current best algorithms, M will use at least a
superpolynomial amount of some other resource (like space or number of processors) to
decide a PSPACE-complete or NP-complete language. Since the composition of polyno-
mials is itself a polynomial, it follows that if we restrict the parallel computer to use at
most polynomial time and polynomial other resources, then it can at most solve problems
in P.
Nevertheless, asking if M verifies the thesis is an important question. Certain problems,
such as those in the class NC, are efficiently parallelisable. NC can be defined as the class
of problems that are solvable in polylogarithmic time on a parallel computer that uses a
polynomial amount of hardware. So one can think of NC as those problems in P which
are solved exponentially faster on parallel computation thesis models than on sequential
models. If M verifies the thesis then it may be useful to apply M to these problems. We
also know that if M verifies the thesis then there are (P-complete) problems for which
it is widely believed that we will not find exponential speed-up using M .
9.1. C2-CSM and parallel complexity theory
Here we summarise some characterisations of the computing power of optical comput-
ers. Such characterisations enable the algorithm designer to know what kinds of problems
are solvable with resource bounded optical algorithms.
Theorem 2 below gives lower bounds on the computational power of the C2-CSM by
showing that it is at least as powerful as models that verify the parallel computation
thesis.
Theorem 2 ([95,97]) NSPACE(S(n)) ⊆ C2-CSM–TIME(O(S2(n)))
In particular, polynomial time C2-CSMs accept the PSPACE languages. PSPACE is
the class of problems solvable by Turing machines that use polynomial space, which
includes the famous class NP, and so NP-complete problems can be solved by C2-CSMs
in polynomial time. However, any C2-CSM algorithm that we could presently write to
solve PSPACE or NP problems would require exponential space.
Theorem 2 is established by giving a C2-CSM algorithm that efficiently generates, and
squares, the transition matrix of a S(n) = Ω(log n) space bounded Turing machine.
This transition matrix represents all possible computations of the Turing machine and
is of size O(2S) × O(2S). The matrix squaring part was already given as an example
(Lemma 1), and the remainder of the algorithm is given in [95]. The algorithm uses
space that is cubic in one of the matrix dimensions. In particular the algorithm uses
cubic spatialRes, O(23S), and all other space-like resources are constant. This theorem
improves upon the time overhead of a previous similar result [93,97] that was established
via C2-CSM simulation of the vector machines [72,73] of Pratt, Rabin, and Stockmeyer.
From the resource usage point of view, it is interesting to see that the older of these two
algorithms uses grid, dyRange, and spatialRes that are each O(2S), while the newer
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algorithm shows that if we allow more spatialRes we can in fact use only constant grid
and dyRange. It would be interesting to find other such resource trade-offs within the
model.
Since NP is contained in PSPACE, Theorem 2, and the corresponding earlier results
in [93,97], show that this optical model solves NP-complete problems in polynomial time.
As described in Section 5, this has also been shown experimentally, for example Shaked
et al. [80] have recently given a polynomial time, exponential space, optical algorithm
to solve the NP-complete travelling salesperson problem. Their optical setup can be
implemented on the CSM.
The other of the two inclusions that are necessary in order to verify the parallel com-
putation thesis have also been shown: C2-CSMs computing in time T (n) are no more
powerful than TO(1)(n) space bounded deterministic Turing machines. More precisely,
we have:
Theorem 3 ([93,94]) C2-CSM-TIME(T (n)) ⊆ DSPACE(O(T 2(n)))
This result gives an upper bound on the power of C2-CSMs and was established via C2-
CSM simulation by logspace uniform circuits of size and depth polynomial in space and
time respectively [94].
These computational complexity results for the C2-CSM have shown that the model is
capable of parallel processing in much the same way as models that verify the parallel
computation thesis (and models that are known to characterise the parallel class NC).
These results strongly depend on their use of non-constant spatialRes. The algorithms
exploit the ability of optical computers, and the CSM in particular, to operate on large
numbers of pixels in parallel. But what happens when we do not have arbitrary numbers
of pixels? If allow images to have only a constant number of pixels then we need to
find new CSM algorithms. It turns out that such machines also characterise PSPACE in
polynomial time.
Theorem 4 ([99]) PSPACE is characterised by C2-CSMs that are restricted to use poly-
nomial time T = O(nk), spatialRes O(1), grid O(1), and generalised to use amplRes
O(22
T
), dyRange O(22
T
).
So by treating images as registers and generating exponentially large, and exponentially
small, values we can solve seemingly intractable problems. Of course this kind of CSM is
quite unrealistic from the point of view of optical implementations. In particular, accurate
multiplication of such values is difficult to implement in optics [99].
To restrict the model we could replace arbitrary multiplication, by multiplication by
constants, which can be easily simulated by a constant number of additions. If we disallow
multiplication in this way, we characterise P.
Theorem 5 ([99]) C2-CSMs without multiplication, that compute in polynomial time,
polynomial grid O(nk), and spatialRes O(1), characterise P.
We can swap the roles of grid and spatialRes, and still obtain a P characterisation:
Theorem 6 ([99]) CSMs without multiplication, that compute in polynomial time,
polynomial spatialRes O(nk), and grid O(1), characterise P.
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Theorems 5 and 6 give conditions under which our optical model essentially looses its
parallel abilities and acts like a standard sequential Turing machine.
Via the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 we can show that C2-CSMs that simultaneously
use polynomial space and polylogarithmic time solve exactly those problems in the
class NC.
Corollary 7 C2-CSM-SPACE,TIME(nO(1), logO(1) n) = NC
Problems in NC highlight the power of parallelism, as these problems can be solved
exponentially faster on a polynomial amount of parallel resources than on polynomial
time sequential machines. As further work in this area one could try to find alternate
characterisations of NC in terms of the C2-CSM. In particular, one could try to find
further interesting trade-offs between the various space-like resources of the model. In
the real world this would correspond to computing over various different optical resources.
As discussed in Section 5 it would be interesting for optical algorithm designers to try to
design (implementable) optical algorithms for NC problems in an effort to find problems
that are well-suited to optical solutions.
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